Hazardous Materials
Safe and reliable transportation
Your chemical transportation partner
You can trust YRC Freight to handle your chemical or hazardous materials delivery with care. YRC Freight provides specialized teams that work with you on every step of the journey.

Our industry-leading systems and trained professionals ensure that your chemical shipment is delivered when expected and monitored every step of the way, anywhere in the world.

- Expedited, guaranteed and specialized services available
- HazMat technology integrated throughout the comprehensive North American YRC Freight network

Delivering peace of mind
- Know where your shipment is anytime, day or night. Superior, web-based tracking follows your shipment as it moves through our system from pickup to final delivery
- Use the Chemical Helpline (1-800-395-5446, option 2) to assist you. Hazardous materials specialists are on hand to answer your regulatory and compliance questions and provide 24-hour emergency response

Stay current and compliant
- YRC Freight not only keeps up-to-date with requirements, but is in the forefront helping with the evolution. We are compliant with all Department of Transportation and Homeland Security regulations.
- Rely on quality assurance from pickup to delivery. YRC Freight is ISO 9001:2008 certified by the International Organization for Standardization

Partner with the best
- As a charter partner with the EPA SmartWay™ transport partnership, YRC Freight is committed to continuously improving the environmental performance of our freight operations.

Confidence Delivered.
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